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Introduction
This booklet gives an overview of 10 ERNs projects coordinated by the University of Maribor in
2016-2021, which received funding from the 6th - 8th EU Framework Programmes.
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ZnAnosT za vsE (Research for all)
Fact Sheet
Project Information
ZATE

Funded under
H2020-EU.1.3.

Grant agreement ID: 101036173

H2020-EU.1.3.5.

Start date
1 May 2021

Overall budget
€ 205 946,50

End date
31 December 2021

EU contribution
€ 199 520

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Project description
Promoting research as a profession in Slovenia
One way to cultivate children’s interest in science and to encourage young people to
pursue science education is to promote the work of researchers. Highlighting the
valuable impact of researchers’ work in everyday life can help to engage and connect
with young people. This is what the European Researchers’ Nights are all about.
With this in mind, the EU-funded ZATE project will bring researchers and their
achievements to the general public, increasing awareness about research as a
profession and inspiring youth to pursue scientiﬁc careers. The project will perform
an intensive awareness campaign in ﬁve cities across Slovenia in cooperation with
selected ERN consortiums through various pre-events and event activities and
engagement of citizens.
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Objective
The key ZATE message is that everyone can become a researcher? and main
project aims are to bring researchers to the general public, to inspire youngster to
embark on science careers and increase awareness of: researchers' profession, the
possibility of various careers in academic and non-academic institutions,
understanding EU, the path to embark and develop research careers, researchers'
important role in society and highly important impact of their work on our daily life.
Inclusiveness is the key, not only when we speak about society, researchers (in all
aspects) but also the young with less opportunity to get in touch with science (bus
transport to ERN event). The intensive (oﬀ/online) awareness campaign (AC) will
include national cooperation of selected ERN consortiums, various pre-events,
national reward competition, Train the trainers and multipliers program. On traditional
ERN main event renewed programs in a festive and fun atmosphere. Pre-events and
events activities aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to get engaged in
science through fascinating experiments, demonstrations, observations, to socialize
and have fun with researchers in a relaxed atmosphere. They include various
interactive activities of a wide range of science ﬁelds. ZATE activities will be
implemented in Maribor, Krško, Koper, Izola and Nova Gorica. Trained researchers
will interactively present research and innovation results. EU dimension will be
visible, presented also by representatives of NCPs (MSCA, ERC), Europe Direct,
SBRA Brussels. Traditional cooperation of the primary and secondary schools'
winning teams of research and innovative projects in the frame of Youth for Maribor
Progress (ﬁnanced by Maribor municipality) is included again, as a way through
which young easier inspire their fellows and connect with the real scientists. Last but
not least, the improved impact assessment, which results are important contribution
also to the evolution of the next ERN project activities.

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
H2020-MSCA-NIGHT-2020bis

Funding Scheme
Coordinator
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UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 146 100

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Participants (2)



UNIVERZA NA PRIMORSKEM UNIVERSITA DEL LITORALE
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 20 588,75



Address

Activity type

Titov Trg 4
6000 Koper

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Website 

Contact the organisation 

UNIVERZA V NOVI GORICI
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 32 831,25
Address

Activity type

Vipavska Cesta 13 Rozna
Dolina
5000 Nova Gorica

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Last update: 15 November 2021
Record number: 235745
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101036173
© European Union, 2021
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Safe with Science
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
H2020-EU.1.3.5.

SAWE
Grant agreement ID: 818968

Overall budget
€ 157 819,75



EU contribution
€ 157 819,75

Closed project
Start date
1 May 2018

End date
31 December 2019

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
Main objectives of Sawe project are to bring researchers to the public, increase
awareness of researcher’s profession, an important role in society and the impact of
their work on our safe daily live with special attention to inspire the young to embark
science careers. Sawe activities will bring closer to the public, especially to
youngster, also the human, caring face of scientists with sense for humor and fun.
For that purpose, we will implement awareness campaign with pre-events, “Stand-up
Science” in 2018, 2019 and public-call for (pre)schoolchildren. On the last
September, Fridays in 2018 (att. Cultural Heritage) and 2019 ERN will be organized
with renewed programs in the festive and fun atmosphere. All Sawe events program
activities aim at oﬀering the public at large especially the young an opportunity to
cooperate and socialize with researchers in a relaxed atmosphere. They include
experiments, presentations, astronomy observations, workshops, researchers’ rock
bands performed by researchers and students. Rawe ERN events will take place in
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Ljutomer, Maribor, Brežice, Koper, and Izola. Traditional cooperation of the primary
and secondary schools’ winning teams of research and innovative projects in the
frame of Youth for Maribor Progress (ﬁnanced by Maribor Municipality) enable most
promising youngsters to inspire their fellows and connect with the real scientists. The
»European corners« will be in the heart of every RN location: Marie SkłodowskaCurie fellows' witnesses, information how one can become a researcher, EC’s
various actions, programs, actions (incl. HRS4R, RESAVER) to present how EU
cares about its researchers. Finally, yet importantly, the impact assessment includes
pre-study and research prior and after events using a paper-pencil method. The
impact assessment foresees intercultural comparison of results after using the same
methodology as selected ERN leading partners: Prona-Montenegro, the Maastricht
University and the University of Latvia.

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
H2020-MSCA-NIGHT-2018

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 94 734,75

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Participants (2)



UNIVERZA NA PRIMORSKEM UNIVERSITA DEL LITORALE
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 42 585
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Address

Activity type

Titov Trg 4
6000 Koper

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Website 

Contact the organisation 

GIMNAZIJA FRANCA MIKLOSICA LJUTOMER
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 20 500
Address

Activity type

Presernova Ulica 34
9240 Ljutomer

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Contact the organisation 

Last update: 9 November 2018
Record number: 217849
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/818968
© European Union, 2021
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Science for Life
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
H2020-EU.1.3.5.

SciFe
Grant agreement ID: 722990

Overall budget
€ 158 994,50



EU contribution
€ 158 994,50

Closed project
Start date
1 April 2016

End date
30 November 2017

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
Main objectives of the SciFe proposal is to bring researchers to the general public, to
inspire youngster to embark on scientiﬁc careers, to increase awareness of
importance of research and innovation activities, with a view to supporting the public
recognition of researchers creating an understanding of the impact of researchers'
work on citizen's daily life. For that purpose the awareness campaign (AC) to convey
messages under the slogan “Science for Life” will be used in 2016 and 2017. On
Fridays 30.9.’16 and 29.9.’17 SciFe events will be organized with renewed programs
in festive and fun atmosphere in Ljutomer, Maribor, Brežice, Ljubljana, Koper, Izola
and Nova Gorica. All SciFe events’ activities aim at oﬀering the public at large an
opportunity to cooperate in fascinating experiments, demonstrations, observations
etc., to socialize and have fun with researchers in a relaxed atmosphere. The
program is appropriate for public in general, regardless their scientiﬁc program and
especially designed for youngest. SciFe programs’ red line is contribution of science
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to life in various aspects. The »European corner« will be prepared in the heart of
every RN location: the visitors will be oﬀered information on EC’s various actions and
programs, EU material, “the Charter and the Code”, information how young people
can become researchers and Framework Program witness’s experiences. Intensive
awareness campaign is designed according to its main target. The rich
communication mix includes active engagement of the young people through the
public call targeting primary and secondary schools. Last but not least, the impact
assessment will focus to measure the success and the impact of SciFe activities. All
that will be achieved through consortium management of all WPs and harmonised
communication mix with general public which takes into account existing recognition
of the RN event in certain region and its number of inhabitants.

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
H2020-MSCA-NIGHT-2016

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 59 825,75

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Participants (4)



UNIVERZA NA PRIMORSKEM UNIVERSITA DEL LITORALE
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 53 368,75
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Address

Activity type

Titov Trg 4
6000 Koper

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Website 

Contact the organisation 

UNIVERZA V NOVI GORICI
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 29 250



Address

Activity type

Vipavska Cesta 13 Rozna
Dolina
5000 Nova Gorica

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Website 

Contact the organisation 

NACIONALNI INSTITUT ZA BIOLOGIJO
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 10 000



Address

Activity type

Vecna Pot 111
1000 Ljubljana

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

GIMNAZIJA FRANCA MIKLOSICA LJUTOMER
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 6 550

Address

Activity type

Presernova Ulica 34
9240 Ljutomer

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

Contact the organisation 

Last update: 16 June 2017
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Record number: 204350
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/722990
© European Union, 2021
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Join the Researchers' Spirit
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

JoinRS
Grant agreement ID: 316339

Overall budget
€ 74 275,44

Closed project
Start date
1 April 2012

End date
31 October 2012

EU contribution
€ 65 000

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
Main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researcher as profession. The proposed events are organized on
Friday 28.9.2012 in renewed program that consists of experiments, workshops,
presentations from various science disciplines, researchers’ rock bands, which red
line is promoting importance of researchers as profession for society ...all with festive
and fun character. The target audience of proposed events, foreseen in an informal
and attractive way, in which whole families can take part in, is the public at large,
from youngest one to elder citizens. Intensive awareness campaign, which embraces
also each year’s research of change in public perception after 28.9.2012 is important
tool for strengthening of public recognition of researchers and to measure the impact
of RN activities. All activities proposed aim at oﬀering the public at large an
opportunity to directly meet researchers in a relaxed atmosphere, with »European
corner« in the heart of every event's location, information on EC care for researchers
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and EU material and information how young people can become researchers, will be
provided by European Commission's Europe Direct Maribor, Slovenian Research
Agency and Ministry for Science and Technology. Visitors will participate in
interesting experiments, workshops in cooperation with researchers. Also the
secondary school pupils that will get highest scores at the regional competition of the
research initiative “Youth for Advancement of Maribor” will cooperate as well. They
will perform RN12 program, side by side with professional scientists with great
opportunity to explore their possibilities of developing the real scientiﬁc, researchers’
career with support of European Commission and national funders. Researchers will
play on their own concert and keep company with visitors in late night hours of RN,
their own Autumn Festival.

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-2012-NIGHT

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 12 037

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Krsnik Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (1)



TEHNOCENTER UNIVERZE V MARIBORU ZARAZISKOVANJE NEPREMICNINE
TRGOVINOORGANIZACIJO PRIREDITEV IN IZOBRAZEVANJE DOO
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Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 52 963
Address

Activity type

Krekova Ulica 2
2000 Maribor

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Anton Habjanič (Dr.)

Last update: 31 March 2016
Record number: 103914
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/316339
© European Union, 2021
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Profession&Passion
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

ProfessionPassion
Grant agreement ID: 287395

Overall budget
€ 76 876,78

Closed project
Start date
1 April 2011

End date
31 October 2011

EU contribution
€ 65 000

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
"Main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researcher as profession. The proposed events are organized on
Friday 23.9.2011 in renewed program that consists of experiments, workshops,
research of art in art gallery, researchers’ rock band, diﬀerent experiments, lectures…
All with the sole purpose of promoting importance of researchers as profession for
society and with festive and fun character. The target audience of proposed events,
foreseen in an informal and attractive way, in which whole families can take part in, is
the public at large, from youngest one to elder citizens. Intensive awareness
campaign, which embraces each local and EU research of change in public
perception after RN, is important tool for strengthening public recognition of
researchers and to measure the impact of RN activities. All activities proposed aim at
oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly meet researchers in a relaxed
atmosphere, with »European corner« in the heart of the event's location. Information
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on EC care for researchers and EU material and information on how young people
can become researchers will be provided by Euraxess and European Commission's
Europe Direct Maribor. Visitors will participate in interesting experiments, workshops.
Also the secondary school pupils that will get highest scores at the regional
competition of the research initiative “Youth for Advancement of Maribor” will
cooperate as well. The very young researchers and innovators will perform RN11
program, side by side with professional scientists with great opportunity to explore
their possibilities of developing the real scientiﬁc, researchers’ career with support of
European Commission and national funders. In order to illustrate the fact that
researchers are ""normal people"", whose unique speciﬁcity is their curiosity and
passion for research, they will play the concert and keep company with visitors."

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-2011-NIGHT

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 6 492

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Krsnik Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (1)



TEHNOCENTER UNIVERZE V MARIBORU ZARAZISKOVANJE NEPREMICNINE
TRGOVINOORGANIZACIJO PRIREDITEV IN IZOBRAZEVANJE DOO
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Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 58 508
Address

Activity type

Krekova Ulica 2
2000 Maribor

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Danica Svetec (Ms.)

Last update: 2 August 2019
Record number: 99471
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/287395
© European Union, 2021
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Research Rush
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

RUSH
Grant agreement ID: 265811

Overall budget
€ 67 944

Closed project
Start date
1 April 2010

End date
31 October 2010

EU contribution
€ 60 000

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
"Main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researcher as profession. The proposed events are organized on
24.9.2010 in renewed program: from experiments, workshops, humorous
presentations, two researchers’ rock bands, also innovative companies established
under University's incubator, diﬀerent experiments which red line is promoting
importance of researchers for society...all with festive and fun character. The target
audience of proposed events, foreseen in an informal and attractive way, in which
whole families can take part in, is the public at large,including all diﬀerent groups of
population from youngest one to elder citizens. Intensive awareness campaign with
research of public perception before and after 24.9.2010,will be important tool for
strengthening of public recognition of researchers and to measure the impact of our
activities.
They all aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly meet researchers
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in a relaxed atmosphere, with »European corner« in the heart of the event's location.
As a part of the »European corner« information on EC care for reasearchers and
European material such as leaﬂets and gadges including The European Charter for
Researchers and The Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers as well.
Interesting experiments, workshops in which visitors will participate will be
performed. Information how young people can become researchers themselves.In
order to illustrate the fact that researchers are ""normal people"",whose unique
speciﬁcity is their curiosity and passion for research, they will play on their own
concert and keep company with visitors."

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-2010-NIGHT

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 3 000

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Krsnik Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (1)



TEHNOCENTER UNIVERZE V MARIBORU ZARAZISKOVANJE NEPREMICNINE
TRGOVINOORGANIZACIJO PRIREDITEV IN IZOBRAZEVANJE DOO
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 57 000
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€ 5 000
Address

Activity type

Krekova Ulica 2
2000 Maribor

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Anton Habjanič (Dr.)

Last update: 29 May 2017
Record number: 95140
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/265811
© European Union, 2021
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Researchers for the Future
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

RESTURE
Grant agreement ID: 245004

Overall budget
€ 85 601,22

Closed project
Start date
1 May 2009

End date
30 November 2009

EU contribution
€ 73 000

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
Main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researcher as profession . The proposed events are organized on 25
September 2009 : from experiments, workshops, humorous presentations, students'
drama performance on research topic, two researchers’ rock bands, diﬀerent
experiments which red line is promoting researchers' care for environment and
importance of this profession for society and preservation of healthy natural
environment...all with festive and fun character. The target audience of proposed
events, foreseen in an informal and attractive way, in which whole families can take
part in, is the public at large, including all diﬀerent groups of population from
youngest one to elder citizens. Intensive awareness campaign with research of public
perception before and after 25 sept. 2009, will be important tool for strengthening of
public recognition of researchers and to measure the impact of our activities. They all
aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly meet researchers in a
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relaxed atmosphere, with »European corner« and exhibition of posters' competition
»Imagine the advertising poster of the 2010 researchers' Night« in the heart of the
event's location. As a part of the »European corner« there will be a transmition of
events organised in the frame of the European Researchers' night 2009 and
available on internet connection. Interesting experiments, workshops in which visitors
will participate will be performed. Information how young people can become
researchers themselves and fun corner for the smallest children, will be available as
well. In order to illustrate the fact that researchers are "normal people", whose unique
speciﬁcity is their curiosity and passion for research, they will play on their own
concert and keep company with visitors.

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-2009-NIGHT

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 2 059,50

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Krsnik Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (2)



TEHNOCENTER UNIVERZE V MARIBORU ZARAZISKOVANJE NEPREMICNINE
TRGOVINOORGANIZACIJO PRIREDITEV IN IZOBRAZEVANJE DOO
Slovenia
EU contribution
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€ 61 113,60
Address

Activity type

Krekova Ulica 2
2000 Maribor

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Simon štrancar (Mr.)



Studentsko Humanitarno Drustvo Studentske Organizacije Univerze v Mariboru
soum
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 9 826,90
Address

Activity type

Gosposvetska Cesta 83
2000 Maribor

Other

Contact the organisation 
Administrative Contact
Maja Krajnc Ružič (Mrs.)

Last update: 25 May 2017
Record number: 92066
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/245004
© European Union, 2021
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research explosion
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

RE
Grant agreement ID: 228755

Overall budget
€ 95 614,71

Closed project
Start date
1 June 2008

End date
31 December 2008

EU contribution
€ 68 000

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
"Main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researcher as profession with it's international dimension. The
proposed events are organized on 26 September 2008: from artistic ones,
researchers’ rock band, experiments, to interesting discussions on television
program about researcher as profession and women’s position as researcher and
their social role, all with festive character. The target audience of proposed events,
foreseen in an informal and attractive way, in which whole families can take part in, is
the public at large, including all diﬀerent groups of population from youngest one to
elder citizens. They all aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly
meet researchers in a relaxed atmosphere, with »European corner« and exhibition of
photos competition »Portrait of (a) researcher(s)« in the heart of the event's location.
As a part of the »European corner« there will be a transmition of events organised in
the frame of the European Researchers' night 2008 and available on internet
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connection. Interesting experiments, workshops in which visitors will participate will
be performed. Information how young people can become researchers themselves
and fun corner for the smallest children, will be available as well. In order to illustrate
the fact that researchers are ""normal people"", whose unique speciﬁcity is their
curiosity and passion for research, which they are willing to share with any European
citizen, we also give importance to women’s role in society in connection with
research and science and to researcher as profession. This topic will be discussed in
public media."

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-NIGHT-2008

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 10 150

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Krsnik Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (2)



TEHNOCENTER UNIVERZE V MARIBORU ZARAZISKOVANJE NEPREMICNINE
TRGOVINOORGANIZACIJO PRIREDITEV IN IZOBRAZEVANJE DOO
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 47 539,50
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Address

Activity type

Krekova Ulica 2
2000 Maribor

Research Organisations

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Simon Strancar (Mr.)



Slovenska znanstvena fundacija / Slovenian Science Foundation
Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 10 310,50
Address

Activity type

Štefanova Ul. 15
-SI-1000 Ljubljana

Public bodies (excluding
Research Organisations and
Secondary or Higher
Education Establishments)

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Edvard Kobal (Dr.)

Last update: 25 May 2017
Record number: 90022
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/228755
© European Union, 2021
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Researchers by heart
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP7-PEOPLE

RES-ART
Grant agreement ID: 200257

Overall budget
€ 102 657

Closed project
Start date
1 May 2007

End date
30 November 2007

EU contribution
€ 72 584

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Slovenia

Objective
"The main objective of our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researchers, their important role in society and to present how
European Union takes care for them. The common topic of all events in our proposal
is Researcher as profession and European Union’s care for them. The proposed
events are organized on 28 September 2007: from artistic ones, researchers’ rock
band, experiments, to attractive discussion at round table about researcher as
profession and women’s position as researcher and their social role all with festive
character. They all aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly meet
researchers in a relaxed atmosphere. Researchers, representatives from Ministry of
Higher Education, Science and Technology, will present Marie Curie Action, role of
National Contact Person, The European Charter for Researchers, The Code of
Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers, ERA MORE. Interesting experiments,
workshops in which visitors will participate will be performed. Information how young
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people can become researchers themselves and fun corner for the smallest children,
will be available as well. In order to illustrate the fact that researchers are ""normal
people"", whose unique speciﬁcity is their curiosity and passion for research, which
they are willing to share with any European citizen, we also give importance to
women’s role in society in connection with research and science and to researcher
as profession. On this topic a round table will be organized at which the position of
women researcher will be enlightened. The target audience of proposed events,
foreseen in an informal and attractive way is the public at large, including all diﬀerent
groups of population from youngest one to elder citizens of respective age, and
activities suitable for each of these groups. Drawing competition “Let’s draw a
researcher” will enrich location of the event with the exhibition of competitions’
pictures."

Programme(s)
Topic(s)
Call for proposal
FP7-PEOPLE-2007-5-1-1-NIGHT

Funding Scheme
Coordinator


UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
Address

Activity type

EU contribution

Slomskov Trg 15
2000 Maribor
Slovenia

Higher or Secondary
Education Establishments

€ 61 518

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Brigita Horvat (Ms.)

Participants (1)



Slovenska znanstvena fundacija / Slovenian Science Foundation
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Slovenia
EU contribution
€ 11 066
Address

Activity type

Štefanova Ul. 15
-SI-1000 Ljubljana

Public bodies (excluding
Research Organisations and
Secondary or Higher
Education Establishments)

Website 

Contact the organisation 

Administrative Contact
Edvard Kobal (Dr.)

Last update: 29 May 2017
Record number: 90112
Permalink: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/200257
© European Union, 2021
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Researchers' Night of Slovenia
Researchers' life in Slovenia
Fact Sheet
Project Information
Funded under
FP6-MOBILITY

R#D IN SI
Grant agreement ID: 44829
Start date
1 May 2006

End date
31 October 2006

Overall budget
€ 85 522
EU contribution
€ 65 360

Coordinated by

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU
UNIVERSITY OF MARIBOR
Slovenia

Objective
The main objective if our proposal is contributing to the reinforcement of public
recognition of researchers and their important role in society. The common topic of all
diﬀerent kind events in our proposal is Researcher as profession. The proposed
events are organised on 22 September 2006.
They aim at oﬀering the public at large an opportunity to directly meet researchers in
a relaxed atmosphere. Researchers, representatives from National Research
Agency, economy and politics will present what researchers contribute to the
economy and society in general and how young people can become researchers
themselves.
In order to illustrate the fact that researchers are "normal people", whose unique
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speciﬁcity is their curiosity and passion for research, which the y are willing to share
with any European citizen, we also give importance to women's role in society in
connection with research and science. Therefore young women will meet also
women who are successful researchers also from international point of view and at
the same time they are also in important social roles for example as mothers, wives
etc.
The target audience of proposed events, foreseen in an informal and attractive way
is the public at large, including all diﬀerent groups of population; children, students,
professors, parents, and activities suitable for each of these groups, beginning with
the only less informal event, the round table with European Commissioner for
Science and Research, Mr. Janez Potocnik, who will talk about Lisbon Strategy w
here will the importance of Researchers an their profession be emphasized as well.
In continuation of the same day, we will organise several festive and sport activities,
researchers??? show in which researchers will be presented from diﬀerent point of
views: interesting achievements, work and life where also women researchers will
ﬁnd special place. Main goal is to increase interest of young people to become
researchers.
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